SENATE ACTION (SESSION)

Nominations Notice of Intention Received 6/18/2004:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
Robert B. Reed, of Flemington.

Nominations Received and Referred to SJU:

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE COUNCIL ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING:
Honorable Albert S. Ellis, of Watchung, to replace Honorable John L. Winterstella, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE KEAN UNIVERSITY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Ada Morell, of Monroe Township, to replace Lowell Harwood.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE PASSAIC VALLEY SEWERAGE COMMISSION:
Anthony J. Luna, of Lodi, to replace James Krone, resigned.

Nominations Reported from Committee:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
Faustino J. Fernandez-Vina, of Barrington.
William J. McGovern, Ill., of Lafayette.
Peter A. Buchsbaum, of West Amwell Township.
Richard M. Freid, of Paterson.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE 9-1-1 COMMISSION:
Neal Carroll, of River Edge.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT:
Michael S. Keszler, of West Long Branch, to replace Thomas Blanchet.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE ATLANTIC COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
Harry Brown, of Margate.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS - RUTGERS UNIVERSITY:
Reverend M. William Moses Howard, Jr., of Lawrenceville, to replace P. Roy Vagelos, M.D., resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION STUDENT ASSISTANCE AUTHORITY:
Rossy M. Matos, of Lawrenceville, to replace Philomena V. Mantella, Ph.D., resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE CAPITAL CITY REDEVELOPMENT CORPORATION:
James Gee, of Trenton, to replace David J. Byrd, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE CASINO CONTROL COMMISSION:
Nominations Reported from Committee: (cont’d)

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS IN CHILDREN RELIEF FUND COMMISSION:
Carl W. Underland, of Haddonfield, to replace Brenda Harris-Tynes, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Bradley S. Brewster, of Hopewell, to replace George Callas, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION ON RADIATION PROTECTION:
Sue Ann Mc Keen Dupre, of Lawrenceville, to replace Beverly Good, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE COUNCIL ON ARMED FORCES AND VETERANS’ AFFAIRS:
George M. Ring, of Watchung, to replace Philip Haines.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE CREDIT UNION ADVISORY COUNCIL:
Joann Lazzara, of Wayne, to replace Jill Prochik Peterson, resigned.
Bonnie C. Karczewski, of Hamilton, to replace Robert Vaccaro, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE DELAWARE AND RARITAN CANAL COMMISSION:
Mayor Phyllis L. Marchand, of Princeton, to replace Mary Penney.
John Weingart, of Stockton.
Richard C. Albert, of West Trenton, to replace Winona Nash, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE DOMESTIC SECURITY PREPAREDNESS TASK FORCE:
Abe Oster, of Englewood.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COUNCIL:
Richard Dressel, of Oakland, to replace Frank Wade.
Jose Colon, of Hamilton Township, to replace J. Roger Simonds, Jr.
William F. Coyne, Jr., of Wall.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE:
Roland Traynor, of Sicklerville, to replace John Gluck.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE HUNTERDON COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
Anthony J. Danzo, Esq., of Flemington, to replace Michael Morris.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE KEAN UNIVERSITY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Michael D’Agostino, of Union, to replace Kenneth Estabrook, Esq., deceased.
Joseph Wilf, of Hillside.
Vivian C. Rodriguez, Ph.D., of West Orange.
Robert W. Cockren, Esq., of Westfield.
Eugene C. Enlow, Esq., of Warren, to replace Sister Rose Thering, resigned.
Helyn P. Baltimore, of East Orange, to replace Eugene Enlow, Esq.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE LAKE HOPATCONG COMMISSION:
Wayne T. McCabe, of Newton, to replace Lorraine Lees.
M. Elizabeth Gantert, of Mount Arlington, to replace Samuel Hoagland, III.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE MEADOWLANDS CONSERVATION TRUST - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Captain Bill Sheehan, of Secaucus.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE MONMOUTH COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
Maria G. Gagliano, of Red Bank.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Ralph A. LaRossa, of Allendale, to replace Scott Williams.
William T. Mullen, of Succasunna, to replace Jonathan Spicehandler, M.D.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION:
Michael Proscia, of North Bergen.
Celeste Holm, of Port Murray.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY ADVISORY COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN:
Elsa Candelario, of Mount Laurel, to replace Evelyn Justesen.
Mary Wells, of Moorestown, to replace Nadine Ranade.
Irene Burke, of Cherry Hill, to replace Marguerite Merritt.
Debbie Walsh, of Highland Park, to replace Dianne Adele Mills McKay, Esq.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY CEMETERY BOARD:
Anthony F. DiLorenzo, of Morris Township, to replace David Mallach, resigned.
Nominations Reported from Committee: (cont'd)

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION:
Laurence M. Downes, of Princeton Junction.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY COMMISSION ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY:
David P. Beck, Ph.D., of Moorestown, to replace William Baker, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY FOR SMALL BUSINESSES, MINORITIES AND WOMEN'S ENTERPRISES:
Claire Iwatsu, of West New York.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY ELECTION LAW ENFORCEMENT COMMISSION:
Honorable Theodore Z. Davis, J.S.C. (RET), of Camden, to replace Honorable Ralph Martin, J.S.C.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY HISTORIC TRUST:
Elan Zingman-Leith, of Cape May, to replace Gail Greenberg.
Allen W. Kratz, of Hoboken, to replace Stephanie Stevens.
Carl E. Dranoff, of Margate, to replace Carol Greene.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY UNIVERSITY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Kevin F. Toolan, of Englishtown, to replace William Eventoff, Ph.D.
James Burns, Esq., of Middletown.
Frank J. Ryan, of Belle Mead.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY MEADOWLANDS COMMISSION:
Arlene Walther, of North Bergen.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY PUBLIC BROADCASTING AUTHORITY:
Donna A. Sanzari, of Ho-Ho-Kus, to replace Gail Vernick.
Phyllis Salowe-Kaye, of West Orange, to replace Dana Cilento-Murphy.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS COMMISSION APPEALS BOARD:
Raymond T. Bolanowski, Esq., of Bayville, to replace Gerald Dorf, Esq.
John F. Tesauro, of Point Pleasant Beach, to replace Catherine Frank-White.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY:
Mayor Raymond J. McDonough, of Harrison, to replace Harry Wyant, Jr.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY SPORTS AND EXPOSITION AUTHORITY:
Reverend Dr. David Jefferson, of Warren, to replace Candace Straight.
Zulima V. Farber, Esq., of North Bergen, to replace Joetta Clark Diggs.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY STATE BOARD OF MEDIATION:
Peter W. McGourty, of Wayne, to replace Wayne B. Fernicola.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY STATE COUNCIL ON THE ARTS:
Anna M. Aschkenes, of Jamesburg, to replace Agnes Orsatli Armao, Ph.D.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY TOURISM ADVISORY COUNCIL:
Judi London, of Cherry Hill, to replace Catherine Day.
Victor Nichols, of Maplewood, to replace John Manos.
Diane F. Wieland, of Cape May Court House, to replace Barbara Steele.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE PAROLE ADVISORY BOARD:
Prosecutor Edward J. DeFazio, Esq., of Jersey City, to replace Stephen Rubin, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE PORT AUTHORITY OF NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY:
Angelo J. Genova, Esq., of Cedar Grove, to replace Honorable William Martini, Esq., resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE RAMAPO COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
W. Peter McBride, of Franklin Lakes.
Reverend Vernon C. Walton, of Englewood, to replace Ruth Spellman.
Edward Zarnock, of Roselle, to replace Geraldine Reed-Brown, Esq.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE RICHARD STOCKTON STATE COLLEGE - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
James W. Yoh, Ph.D., of Medford.
Nominations Reported from Committee: (cont'd)

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE ROWAN UNIVERSITY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Susan M. Powell, of Medford, to replace Virginia Rowan Smith.
Barbara Armand, of Mount Laurel, to replace Frances Colon Gibson, Ed.D.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE RUTGERS UNIVERSITY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Hollis Copeland, of Ewing, to replace Kevin E. Kennedy, Esq., resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE SOMERSET COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
Elia A. Pelios, Esq., of Bridgewater.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE SOUTH JERSEY PORT CORPORATION:
Eric E. Martins, Esq., of Robbinsville, to replace Colonel Michael Warner.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE AGRICULTURE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE:
Karen E. Anderson, of Pennington, to replace William Fox.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION:
Josephine E. Figueras, of Elizabeth, to replace Orlando Edreira, Ph.D.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE BOARD OF PHYSICAL THERAPY EXAMINERS:
Ivette P. Martinez, of West Paterson, to replace Gayle B. Sorkow, resigned.
Barbara J. Behrens, BS, PTA, of Hamilton Square.
Jean M. Bickal, Esq., of Trenton, to replace Kenneth O. Paisley, resigned.
Jeffrey Allan Erickson, of Somerville, to replace Dennise Brower Krencicki.
Susan M. Quick, of Medford, to replace Catherine Clancy, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE BOARD OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS AND LAND SURVEYORS:
Lawrence C.T. Koo, Ph.D., of Princeton Junction, to replace Rishi Raj, Ph.D.
Michael T. Angeline, P.L.S., of Hamilton, to replace Albert Faraldi.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE BOARD OF PROFESSIONAL PLANNERS:
Perry L. Schwartz, Ph.D.,PE,PP, of Freehold, to replace Joseph H. Burgis.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE HEALTH PLANNING BOARD:
Joseph A. Barone, Pharm.D.FCCP, of Princeton, to replace Dennis Edward Gonzalez, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE INVESTMENT COUNCIL:
Susan Ann Crotty, of New Vernon.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE SUSSEX COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
John Fierro, of Ogdensburg, to replace Bernard Mitchell.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE THOMAS A. EDISON STATE COLLEGE - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Fred J. Abbate, Ph.D., of Moorestown.
Reverend Dr. J. Stanley Justice, of Trenton, to replace Thomas O'Neill.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY OF NEW JERSEY BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Christopher J. Paladino, of Skillman, to replace Arnold Derman, M.D.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE URBAN ENTERPRISE ZONE AUTHORITY:
Honorable Donna M. Pearson, of Bridgeton, to replace Richard Messner.

TO BE A WORKERS' COMPENSATION JUDGE:
Jill M. Fader, of Haworth.

TO BE AN ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE:
James W. Faison, Ill, of Gibbsboro.
Steven Reback, of Lawrenceville.

TO BE THE CAPE MAY COUNTY PROSECUTOR:
Robert L. Taylor, of Stone Harbor.

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:
S3101 Madden,F/Sweeney,S+2 Signs and outdoor ads-concerns
Bills Introduced:

S1719 Bark,M  St. aid pymt. to Dept. of Ed.;$300M  REF SEN
S1720 Bucco,A/Littell,R+3  Wastewater Treatment Sys. Bond Act;$50M  REF SEN
S1721 Bucco,A/Girgenti,J  Victim-witness rights prog.-concerns  REF SJU
S1722 Coniglio,J  Debt adjusters, lic.-estab. addl. req.  REF SCM
S1723 Asselta,N/Doria,J  Special improvement dist.-concerns  REF SCU
S1724 Coniglio,J  Co. prosecutors' salaries-incr.  REF SJU
S1725 Adler,J/Singer,R  Co. fire marshalls-enroll in PFRS  REF SSG
S1726 Rice,R  Teaching hosp., finan support;$20M  REF SHH
S1727 Asselta,N  Tourism lodging-amends definition  REF SWT
S1728 Bark,M/Cardinale,G  CATV rates for sr., disab. cit-discount  REF SEG
S1729 Sarlo,P  Mun. Land Use Law-revises filing req.  REF SCU
S1730 Gill,N  Foreclosure procedures-concerns  REF SCM
S1731 Allen,D/Vitale,J  Organ, tissue donation-concerns  REF SHH
S1732 Inverso,P/Kean,T  Pol. contrib by contractors-impose limit  REF SSG
S1733 Adler,J/Singer,R  Co. fire marshalls-enroll in PFRS  REF SSG
S1734 Vitale,J  Clean water proj.;$302.5K  REF SBA
S1735 Kenny,B  Cigarette Tax Securitization Act of 2004  REF SBA
S1736 Sierra,S  MV Surcharges Securitization Act of 2004  REF SBA
S1737 Buono,B  HMO-estab. special interim assessment  REF SBA
S1738 Bryant,W  Cosmetic med procedures, cert.-impose tax  REF SBA
S1739 Bryant,W  Elec. funds transfer, tax pymt-threshold  REF SBA
SJR49 Buono,B/Kean,T  Smart Freight RR Study Comm.-creates  REF STR
SJR50 Allen,D/Vitale,J  WWII, 60th anniversary of end-commem.  REF SSG
SR64 Connors,L/McNamara,H  Sr. cit. digital lic-simplify procedures  REF STR

Bills On Emergency Resolution:

S1701 ScsSa (SCS/1R)  Bryant,W/Lesniak,R  Sch. dist. budget caps-concerns (35-0) (Bryant)

Motions:

S1232 Sca (1R)  Lesniak,R/Rice,R+2  Parentage Act-amends, supplements  To Sa (Cardinale)
S1232 Sca (1R)  Lesniak,R/Rice,R+2  Parentage Act-amends, supplements  To Table (21-13) (Kenny)
S1701 ScsSa (SCS/1R)  Bryant,W/Lesniak,R  Sch. dist. budget caps-concerns  To Sa (Cardinale)
S1701 ScsSa (SCS/1R)  Bryant,W/Lesniak,R  Sch. dist. budget caps-concerns  To Table (20-17) (Kenny)
S1702 Sca (SCS)  Lesniak,R/Bryant,W  Mun., co. budgets-concerns  To Sa (Cardinale)
S1702 Sca (SCS)  Lesniak,R/Bryant,W  Mun., co. budgets-concerns  To Table (21-18) (Kenny)

Bills Passed:

A97 Roberts,J/Greenstein,L  Prop. Tax Convention Task Force;$250K (31-9)
A100 Aca (1R)  Sires,A/Cryan,J+3  Homestead rebates-incr. (25-13)
A337 Weinberg,L/Johnson,G+4  FF, cert.-concerns death benf. (40-0)
A521 Watson Coleman,B/Scalera,F  CATV svc termination notices-concerns (40-0)
A969 AaSca (2R)  Chatzidakis,L/Bodine,F+6  Cred. cards, unsolicited-proh. delivery (40-0)
A2049 Sires,A/Stack,B+19  Co. coll. capital proj.-concerns (38-1)
A2062 Acs (ACS)  Watson Coleman,B/Greenwald,L+6  Pediatric rehab. hosp.-Medicaid reimb. (40-0)
A2166/727 Acs (ACS)  Diegnan,P/Wisniewski,J  Speed humps-mun. construct, cert. rds. (40-0)
A2513 Cohen,N/Diegnan,P  Anti-Piracy Act-amends (40-0)
A2781 Van Drew,J/Mayer,D+2  Trooper Bertram T. Zimmerman III Mem Hwy (40-0)
S321 Sca (1R)  Park,R/Allen,D  Renewable energy devices-concerns (40-0)
S452 Sca (1R)  Kean,T/Lesniak,R  Special pay plans-estab. (37-1)
S462 Sca (1R)  McNamara,H/Allen,D+1  Drinking water-reevaluate for arsenic (37-0)
S596 Sca (1R)  Sweeney,S/Rice,R  Fabrication, custom-concerns wages (26-9)
S924 Sca (1R)  Turner,S/Girgenti,J  Combat pay-excl. from gross income tax (40-0)
S1028 Sca (1R)  Cardinale,G  Cem. trust fd. req.-concerns (40-0)
S1078 ScaSaSa (3R)  Vitale,J/Madden,F+3  Practice nurses, advanced-expand duties (31-9)
S1127 ScaSa (2R)  Sarlo,P/Kyrillos,J+3  Horse racing-concerns (38-1)
S1178 Bucco,A/Allen,D  Terrorism, report related crime-immunity (38-0)
S1232 Sca (1R)  Lesniak,R/Rice,R+2  Parentage Act-amends, supplements (24-8)
S1256 Smith,B/Singer,R+2  Donald Goodkind Bridge;$2.5K (40-0)
S1375 ScaSa (SCS/1R)  Codey,R/Ciesla,A+17  Pilotage laws-revises (24-10)
S1419 Martin,R  Teachers, nonprofit priv. sch.-concerns (40-0)
S1502 Sca (1R)  Buono,B/Sarlo,P+1  Driv. while revoked-incr. prison term (27-3)
Bills Passed: (cont’d)

S1503    Buono,B/Sarlo,P    DWI offense-concerns downgrading offense    (31-2)
S1504    Buono,B/Sarlo,P    Mun. prosecutors-concerns    (40-0)
S1511 ScaAca (2R)    Madden,F/Vitale,J+1    Boating while drinking-concerns    (40-0)
S1579 Gill,N/Doria,J    Admin. supervision of insurers-concerns    (40-0)
S1581 Sca (1R)    Gill,N/Doria,J    Surplus Lines Insur. Guaranty Fund-revises    (40-0)
S1649 Sca (1R)    Madden,F/Sweeney,S    Del. Riv. & Bay Auth. proj.-leg approval    (37-1)
S1650 Sa (1R)    Turner,S    St. emp. disciplinary action-concerns    (40-0)
S1701 ScsSa (SCS/1R)    Bryant,W/Lesniak,R    Sch. dist. budget caps-concerns    (29-6)
S1702 Scs (SCS)    Lesniak,R/Bryant,W    Mun., co. budgets-concerns    (35-2)

Bills Substituted:

A97    Roberts,J/Greenstein,L+9    Prop. Tax Convention Task Force;$250K    SUB FOR S1787 (SCS)
A100 Aca (1R)    Sires,A/Cryan,J+3    Homestead rebates-incr.    SUB FOR S1678 (1R)
A521 Watson Coleman,B/Scalera,F+2    CATV svc termination notices-concerns    SUB FOR S1362
A969 AaSca (2R)    Chatzidakis,L/Bodine,F+6    Cred. cards, unsolicited-proh. delivery    SUB FOR S1362
A2049 Sires,A/Stack,B+19    Co. coll. capital proj.-concerns    SUB FOR S1234
A2062 Acs (ACS)    Watson Coleman,B/Greenwald,L+6    Pediatric rehab. hosp.-Medicaid reimb.    SUB FOR S1554 (SCS)
A2166/727 Acs (ACS)    Diegnan,P/Wisniewski,J+6    Speed humps-mun. construct, cert. rds.    SUB FOR S1666
A2513 Cohen,N/Diegnan,P+5    Anti-Piracy Act-amends    SUB FOR S1515
A2781 Van Drew,J/Mayer,D+2    Trooper Bertram T. Zimmerman III Mem Hwy    SUB FOR S1605
S622 Sca (1R)    Allen,D    Credit cards-proh. unsolicited delivery    SUB FOR A969 (2R)
S1234 Kenny,B/Bryant,W+11    Co. coll. capital proj.-concerns    SUB FOR A2049
S1362 Turner,S    CATV svc termination notices-concerns    SUB FOR A521
S1515 Gill,N/Alder,J+1    Anti-Piracy Act-amends    SUB BY A2513
S1554 Scs (SCS)    Codey,R/Kean,T+2    Pediatric rehab. hosp.-Medicaid reimb.    SUB BY A2062 (ACS)
S1605 Madden,F/Assetta,N    Trooper Bertram T. Zimmerman III Mem Hwy    SUB BY A2781
S1666 Inverso,P    Speed humps-mun. construct, cert. rds.    SUB BY A2166/727 (ACS)
S1678 Sca (1R)    Kenny,B    Homestead rebates-incr.    SUB BY A100 (1R)
S1787 Scs (SCS)    Adler,J/Madden,F+1    Prop. Tax Relief Study Comm.-estab;$250K    SUB BY A97

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A2624 AcaAaSa (3R)    Smith,R/Johnson,G+3    Boat safety course-concerns    (39-0) (Karcher)
S303/1512 ScsSa (SCS/1R)    Ciesla,A/Karcher,E    Boat safety course-concerns req.    (39-0) (Karcher)
S1298 ScaSa (2R)    Sarlo,P/Bucco,A+1    Pupil transp. contracts-concerns    (36-0) (Sarlo)
S1412 Sa (1R)    Turner,S    Devel. Subsidy Job Goals Acct. Act    (33-0) (Turner)
S1590 ScaSa (2R)    Sarlo,P/Cardinale,G+4    Optometrists-revise practice    (36-0) (Sarlo)
S1701 ScsSa (SCS/1R)    Bryant,W/Lesniak,R    Sch. dist. budget caps-concerns    (29-0) (Bryant)

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A26 Aca (1R)    Roberts,J/Sires,A+7    ELEC:approp. $2M    REP
A1769 AcaAca (2R)    Sires,A/Green,J+3    Sewer, water connection fees-concerns    REP/SCA
A2240 Aca (1R)    Quigley,J/Morgan,R+4    Statewide Immunization Reg. Act    REP
S26 Sca (1R)    Coniglio,J/Kean,T+1    ELEC:approp. $2M    REP
S133 Connors,L    Disab vet. prop. tax exemption-St reimb.    REP
S199 Smith,B    New Brunswick-auth. addl. UEZ    REP
S249 Scs (SCS)    Coniglio,J/Codey,R+1    Garden St Preserv Trust Act-make changes    REP
S297 Sca (1R)    Ciesla,A/Sarlo,P    Value engineering clause-concerns    REP/SCA
S354 Turner,S/Inverso,P+7    Sr. prop. tax deduct.-incr. income limit    REP
S553 Sca (1R)    Vitale,J/Alder,J    Statewide Immunization Reg. Act    REP/SCA
S554 Scs (SCS)    Baer,B    Cemetery companies-revise law regulating    REP/SCA
S585 Sweeney,S    Salem City Sch. Dist.-Abbott dist status    REP
S1086 Sca (1R)    Bucco,A/Adler,J    Taxation bd., co.-incr. memb.    REP/SCA
S1189 Codey,R/Coniglio,J+1    Partnership for a Drug-Free NJ;$300K    REP
S1343 Sca (1R)    Kenny,B    Sewer, water connection fees-concerns    REP/SCA
S1398 Lancell,L    Police, mun.-concerns appt.    REP
S1430 Sca (1R)    rice,R/Buono,B+2    Health Enterprise Zones-creates    REP
S1617 Sca (1R)    Karcher,E    Horse Racing Injury Comp Bd-workers comp    REP/SCA
S1644 Sca (1R)    Smith,B/Doria,J    Env. infrastructure proj.-concerns    REP
S1646 Sca (1R)    Sarlo,P/Doria,J+1    Env. infrastructure proj.-aprop. fds.    REP
S1647 Sca (1R)    Coniglio,J/Doria,J+1    Env. infrastructure proj.-concerns loans    REP
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)

S1657 Scs (SCS)  Bryant,W  Bus. expenses-concerns tax deductions  REP/SCS
S1659 Scs (SCS)  Bryant,W  Ambulatory care fac.-concerns  REP/SCS
S1660 Scs (SCS)  Kenny,B  MV tires, new-impose fee on sale  REP/SCS
S1661 Sca (1R)  Codey,R/Gormley,W  Casino industry-concerns reg., taxation  REP/SCA
S1677 Sacco,N  MV Comm. fac.-concerns financing  REP
S1711 Sca (1R)  Smith,B  Haz. substance transfers-change taxes  REP/SCA
S1713 Sca (1R)  Kenny,B  Realty transfer-impose fee  REP/SCA
S1715  Kenny,B/Bryant,W  Corp. bus. tax-concerns taxable income  REP
S1717 Sca (1R)  Codey,R  Bank-concerns use of the term  REP/SCA
S1773 Sca (1R)  Lesniak,R  Cigarette tax-incr. by 45 cents per pack  REP/SCA
S1775 Bryant,W  Real prop. sale-nonresid. pay income tax  REP
S1777 Lesniak,R  Tax debtor acct info-concerns reporting  REP
S1778 Bryant,W  Bus. regis. for contractors-expands prog  REP
SCR87  Sacco,N  Dept. of Transp campus bldgs-renovation  REP
SCR90  Turner,S  Building Auth. suppl. proj.-approves  REP

Bills Referred/SBA:

S133  Connors,L  Disab vet. prop. tax exemption-St reimb.
S199  Smith,B  New Brunswick-auth. addl. UEZ
S354  Turner,S/Inverso,P+7  Sr. prop. tax deduct.-incr. income limit
S1661 Sca (1R)  Codey,R/Gormley,W  Casino industry-concerns reg., taxation

Bills Transferred:

A26 Aca (1R)  Roberts,J/Sires,A+7  ELEC:approp. $2M  FROM SHH TO SBA
S1214  Sarlo,P/Buono,B+6  Charity care distrib. formula-revises  FROM SHH TO SBA

Bills Received from Assembly/Referred to Committee:

A458  Impreveduto,A  Ophthalmic dispensers/tech-permit incorp  REF SCM
A826  Greenstein,L+3  Advanced practice nurses-concerns  REF SLA
A834 Acs (ACS)  Greenstein,L/Van Drew,J+8  Sr. disab cit-fiscal victimization crime  REF SJU
A1766  Tucker,D/Cohen,N+21  Grace's Law-hearing aid coverage  REF SHH
A1819 AcaAca (2R)  Egan,J/Van Drew,J+10  Constr. proj., cert.-prevailing wage req  REF SBA
A1981  Cryan,J/Diegnan,P+1  Will registry-estab.  REF SJU
A1985 Aca (1R)  Weinberg,L/Vandervalk,L+1  Physician asst.-concerns prescriptions  REF SHH
A2142  Impreveduto,A/Quigley,J+1  Co. pension fds.-concerns  REF SSG
A2656  Chiuvukula,U/Fisher,D+1  Set-aside contract req.-concerns  REF SSG
A2703 Aca (1R)  Van Drew,J  Intracoastal Waterway Feasibility Study  REF STR
A3009 AcaAca (2R)  Caraballo,W+1  Underground fac. operators-change liab.  REF SEG

Bills Received from Assembly/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

A7  Roberts,J/Greenstein,L+9  Prop. Tax Convention Task Force;$250K
A100 Aca (1R)  Sires,A/Cryan,J+3  Homestead rebates-incr.
A263  Egan,J/Diegnan,P+1  New Brunswick-auth. addl. UEZ
A2420  Cryan,J/Johnson,G+4  Automated Traffic Sys.-concerns
A2638 AcaAca (2R)  Sires,A/Caraballo,W+5  Health Enterprise Zones-creates
A2791  Impreveduto,A/Scalera,F  Loc devel proj-expand finan mechanisms
A2878  Greenwald,L/Barnes,P+5  Traumatic Brain Injury waiver;$3.6M

Co-Sponsors Added:

S354  (Madden,F)
S357  (Sweeney,S)
S924 Sca (1R)  (Allen,D)
S1127 ScaSa (2R)  (Baer,B)
S1214  (Codey,R)
S1259 Sca (1R)  (Rice,R)
S1502 Sca (1R)  (Baer,B)
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont'd)

S1554 Scs (SCS)   (Baer,B)
S1590 ScaSa (2R)   (Asselta,N)
S1720   (Bark,M; Kavanaugh,W; Sweeney,S)
S1728   (Inverso,P; McNamara,H; Connors,L; Ciesla,A; Kavanaugh,W; Palaia,J)
S1731   (Kenny,B; Kavanaugh,W; Ciesla,A; Connors,L; McNamara,H; Asselta,N; Kyrillos,J; Singer,R; Cardinale,G; Sweeney,S; Buono,B; Karcher,E; Sarlo,P;
Rice,R; Lance,L; Kean,T; Inverso,P; Bark,M; Palaia,J)
S1732   (Palaia,J; Bark,M; McNamara,H; Connors,L; Asselta,N; Allen,D; Ciesla,A; Kavanaugh,W; Kyrillos,J; Singer,R; Cardinale,G; Bucco,A; Littell,R;
Lance,L)
S1774   (Sweeney,S)
S1787 Scs (SCS)   (Doria,J)

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

S1375 ScsSa (SCS/1R)   (Allen,D)

Prime Sponsors Added:

S1372   (Doria,J)
S1427   (Doria,J)
S1491   (Doria,J)
S1659 Scs (SCS)   (Bryant,W)
SJR30   (Doria,J)

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S321 Sca (1R)   (Allen,D)
S462 Sca (1R)   (Allen,D)
S1007   (Gormley,W)
S1178   (Allen,D)
S1579   (Doria,J)
S1581 Sca (1R)   (Doria,J)
S1644 Sca (1R)   (Doria,J)
S1645   (Girgenti,J)
S1646 Sca (1R)   (Doria,J)
S1647 Sca (1R)   (Doria,J)
S1649 Sca (1R)   (Sweeney,S)
S1715   (Bryant,W)
S1787 Scs (SCS)   (Madden,F)

Co-Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

S1659 Scs (SCS)   (Codey,R)

Co-Sponsors Added To Bills Substituted:

A97   (Adler,J; Madden,F; Doria,J)
A100 Aca (1R)   (Kenny,B)
A521   (Turner,S)
A969 AaSca (2R)   (Allen,D)
A2049   (Turner,S; Cunningham,G; Coniglio,J; Buono,B; Bucco,A; Bark,M; Bryant,W; Kenny,B; Kavanaugh,W; Littell,R; James,S; Sarlo,P; Sweeney,S)
A2062 Acs (ACS)   (Baer,B; Coniglio,J; Codey,R; Kean,T)
A2166/727 Acs (ACS)   (Inverso,P)
A2513   (Gill,N; Adler,J; Baer,B)
A2781   (Madden,F; Asselta,N)
The Senate President has made the following appointment:

* Effective June 18, 2004

**Commission on Business Efficiency in the Public Schools:**

Senator Joseph V. Doria, Jr. (31)

The Senate did not adjourn and the desk remains open. The Senate will meet again on Thursday, June 24, 2004 (SESSION).

**ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)**

**Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:**

AR191  Eagler,P Volunteering—encourage Sept 11 thru 17
AR192  Eagler,P Ethnic violence in Kosovo—condemn

**Bills Introduced:**

A3057  Barnes,P/Diegnan,P  Electronic Waste Prod Responsibility Act  REF AEN
A3058  Impeyevaduto,A/Stack,B+1  Aircraft rental—photo ID req.  REF ATR
A3059  Cryan,J/Diegnan,P  Cell phone prov.—disclosing number proh.  REF ATU
A3060  Conaway,H  Prof Review Panel in Bd of Nursing—estab  REF AHH
A3061  Conaway,H  Nursing staff, health care fac.—concerns  REF AHH
A3062  Chiappone,A/Manzo,L  Trucks in left-hand lane—concerns  REF ATR
A3063  Greenstein,L  Pupil transp. contracts—concerns  REF AED
A3064  Fisher,D/Payne,W  Retail food estab.—prov. cert. info.  REF AHH
A3065  Barnes,P/Diegnan,P  Juv offender—concerns short-term custody  REF ALP
A3066  Barnes,P/Stanley,C  Ex-offender emp.—bus/income tax cred  REF ALP
A3067  Greenstein,L/Weinberg,L  Pol. contrib, co/mun committees—concerns  REF ASG
A3068  O'Toole,K/Baroni,B  Pol. contrib by contractors—impose limit  REF ASG
A3069  O'Toole,K/Russo,D  Camp. contrib.—concerns  REF ASG
A3070  O'Toole,K/Baroni,B  Bus. entities, cert.—lim pol. contrib.  REF ASG
A3071  Barnes,P/Johnson,G  Jail-based drug abuse prog.—waive penal.  REF ALP
A3072  Bodine,F/Chatzidakis,L  St. aid pymt. to Dept. of Ed.: $300M  REF AED
A3073  Corodemus,S/Kean,S  Inspector General agents—restore auth.  REF ALP
A3074  Greenstein,L  Aquaculture activity—prov. cert farmland  REF AAN
A3075  Myers,C  Dam restoration and repair—concerns  REF AEN
A3076  Pennacchio,J/Corodemus,S  Pub. contract award viol.—concerns  REF AJU
A3077  Watson Coleman,B/Gusciora,R  Mercer Co. Coll.; $1,289M  REF AED
A3078  Barnes,P/Gibson,J  Depository instit.—concerns  REF AFI
A3079  Azzolina,J  Downer cow byproduct—use  REF AAN
A3080  Wisniewski,J  Vessels, cert.—req. liab. insur.  REF AFI
A3081  Van Drew,J  Vet.—st. emp.—post retir. med. benf.  REF ASG
A3082  Greenstein,L  Radio transmissions, cert.—concerns  REF ATU
A3083  Bodine,F/Chatzidakis,L  CATV rates for sr., disab. cit—discount  REF ATU
A3084  Sires,A  Wage disputes, cert.—concerns  REF ALA
A3085  Blee,F/Conover,K  St. sch aid, cert.rch dist—concerns addl  REF AED
A3086  Blee,F/Conover,K  Commercial devel. applications—prov fees  REF AEN
A3087  McHose,A/Malone,J  Bond issuance—reg. debit svc. pymt.  REF AAP
A3088  Cohen,N  Admin. law judges—concerns retir.  REF ABU
A3108  Sires,A/Roberts,J  Cigarette Tax Securitization Act of 2004  REF ABU
A3109  Cohen,N  MV Surcharges Securitization Act of 2004  REF ABU
A3110  Watson Coleman,B  Corp. bus. tax—concerns cert. deductions  REF ABU
A3111  Sires,A/Cohen,N  Bus. expenses—timing of tax deductions  REF ABU
A3112  Caraballo,W  Mobile telecommunications—impose fee  REF ABU
A3113  Weinberg,L  Cigarette tax—incr. by 45 cents per pack  REF ABU
A3114  Barnes,P  MV insur. surcharges—concerns  REF ABU
A3115  Cryan,J  Realty transfer—impose fee  REF ABU
A3116  Wisniewski,J  HMO—estab. special interim assessment  REF ABU
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A3117    McKeon,J    Haz. substance transfers-taxes and fees   REF ABU
A3118    Greenwald,L    Air emissions-impose surcharge   REF ABU
A3119    Cryan,J    Elec. funds transfer, tax pymt-threshold   REF ABU
A3120    Van Drew,J/Roberts,J    Casino industry-concerns reg., taxation   REF ABU
A3121    Van Drew,J/Roberts,J    Casino investment tax obligation-extends   REF ABU
A3124    Diegnan,P    Presch. prog.-concerns   REF ABU
A3125    Cryan,J    Cosmetic med procedures, cert-impose tax   REF ABU
A3127    Diegnan,P    Ambulatory care fac.-concerns   REF ABU
A3128    Cohen,N    Real prop. sale-nonresid. pay income tax   REF ABU
A3129    McKeon,J    Tax debtor acct info-concerns reporting   REF ABU
A3130    McKeon,J    Bus. regs. for contractors-expands prog   REF ABU
A3131    Wisniewski,J    St. tax clearance process-prov, cert bus   REF ABU
A3146    Van Drew,J    Intracoastal Waterway Feasibility Study   REF ABU
A3147    Watson Coleman,B    St. emp. disciplinary action-concerns   REF ABU
A3148    Wisniewski,J    MV Comm. fac.-concerns financing   REF ABU
ACR180    Stender,L    Vet prop tax deduct/exempt-dependents   REF AMV
ACR181    Kean,S/Corodemus,S+1    St. budget-proh. using bonds to balance   REF AAP
ACR182    Gusciora,R    Building Auth. suppl. proj.-approves   REF ABU
AJR109    Chatzidakis,L/Bodine,F    WWII, 60th anniversary of end-commem.   REF AMV
AR189    Watson Coleman,B/Gusciora,R+1    USA PATRIOT Act-condemns sections   REF AFR
AR190    Connors,C/Rumpf,B    Sr. cit. digital lic-simplify procedures   REF ATR
Motions:

A1132    Azzolina,J/Wolfe,D    Elective off-proh simultaneous holding To Relieve from Comm. (Azzolina)
A1132    Azzolina,J/Wolfe,D    Elective off-proh simultaneous holding To Table (Roberts) (45-30-0)
S1702    Lesniak,R/Bryant,W    Mun., co. budgets-concerns To Table (Merkt)
S1702    Lesniak,R/Bryant,W    Mun., co. budgets-concerns To Table Aa (Roberts) (45-34-0)

Bills Passed:

A97    Roberts,J/Greenstein,L+9    Prop. Tax Convention Task Force;$250K   (63-16-1)
A100    Sires,A/Cryan,J+3    Homestead rebates-incr.   (56-24-0)
A263    Egan,J/Diegnan,P+1    New Brunswick-auth. addl. UEZ   (56-15-7)
A458    Impreveduto,A    Ophthalmic dispensers/tech-permit incorp   (78-1-0)
A826    Greenstein,L+3    Advanced practice nurses-concerns   (77-3-0)
A834    Wisniewski,J    Mun., co. budgets-concerns   SUB BY S1702 (SCS)
A1766    Tucker,D/Cohen,N+21    Grace's Law-hearing aid coverage   (78-2-0)
A1819    AcaAca (2R)    Egan,J/Van Drew,J+10    Constr. proj., cert.-prevailing wage req   (63-14-2)
A1981    Cryan,J/Diegnan,P+1    Will registry-estab.   (80-0-0)
A1985    Aca (1R)    Weinberg,L/Vandervalk,C+1    Physician asst.-concerns prescrptions   (77-3-0)
A2142    Impreveduto,A/Quigley,J+1    Co. pension fds.-concerns   (63-15-1)
A2420    Cryan,J/Johnson,G+4    Automated Traffic Sys.-concerns   (54-24-0)
A2638    AcaAca (2R)    Sires,A/Caraballo,W+5    Health Enterprise Zones-creates   (76-4-0)
A2656    Chivukula,U/Fisher,D+1    Set-aside contract req.-concerns   (73-7-0)
A2791    Impreveduto,A/Scalera,F    Loc de vel proj-expand finan mechanisms   (54-23-2)
A2878    Greenwald,L/Barnes,P+5    Traumatic Brain Injury waiver;$3.6M   (80-0-0)
A3009    AcaAca (2R)    Sires,A/Caraballo,W+5    Health Enterprise Zones-creates   (76-4-0)
A3180    Chivukula,U/Fisher,D+1    Set-aside contract req.-concerns   (73-7-0)
S1078    ScaSaSa (3R)    Vitale,J/Madden,F+3    Practice nurses, advanced-expand duties   (73-6-0)
S1127    ScaSaSa (2R)    Sarlo,P/Ykriillos,J+3    Horse racing-concerns   (75-2-2)
S1188    Girgenti,J/Bryant,W+5    Counterfeit goods, forfeiture law-revise   (80-0-0)
S1192    ScaSaSa (2R)    Bryant,W/Codye,R+24    Scholarships for co coll. students-estab   (79-1-0)
S1408    Sca (1R)    Lesniak,R/Barnes,P    Wineries, NJ-elim. direct shipping   (68-11-0)
S1532    Sca (1R)    Bryant,W/Greenwald,L+2    Medicaid-concerns emerg. care pymt.   (78-0-1)
S1702    ScaSaSa (2R)    Lesniak,R/Bryant,W    Mun., co. budgets-concerns   (50-26-4)

Bills Substituted:

A98    Acs (ACS)    Wisniewski,J    Mun., co. budgets-concerns   SUB BY S1702 (SCS)
A500/2463    Acs (ACS)    Sires,A/Watson Coleman,B+8    NJ STARS-estab.   SUB BY S1192 (2R)
A2232    Aca (1R)    Roberts,J/Panter,M+2    Sports/Exposition Auth racetrack-leasing   SUB BY S1127 (2R)
A2534    Stanley,C    Counterfeit goods, forfeiture law-revise   SUB BY S1188
Bills Substituted: (cont’d)

A2618 Aca (1R)    Greenwald,L/Previte,M+2    Medicaid-concerns emerg. care pymt.   SUB BY S1532 (1R)
A2807 Aca (1R)    Weinberg,L/Gordon,R+3    Practice nurses, advanced-expand duties SUB BY S1078 (3R)
A2877 Aca (1R)    Barnes,P/Cryan,J    Wineries, NJ-elim. direct shipping SUB BY S1408 (1R)
S1078 ScaSaSa (3R)    Vitale,J/Madden,F+3    Practice nurses, advanced-expand duties SUB FOR A2807 (1R)
S1127 ScaSa (2R)    Sarlo,P/Kyrillos,J+3    Horse racing-concerns SUB FOR A2232 (1R)
S1188    Girgenti,J/Bryant,W+5    Counterfeit goods, forfeiture law-revise SUB FOR A2534
S1192 ScaSa (2R)    Bryant,W/Codye,R+24    Scholarships for co coll. students-estab SUB FOR A500/2463 (ACS)
S1408 Sca (1R)    Lesniak,R/Barnes,P    Wineries, NJ-elim. direct shipping SUB FOR A2877 (1R)
S1532 Sca (1R)    Bryant,W/Greenwald,L+2    Medicaid-concerns emerg. care pymt.   SUB FOR A2618 (1R)
S1702 Sca (SCS)    Lesniak,R/Bryant,W    Mun., co. budgets-concerns SUB FOR A98 (ACS)

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A99 AcsAa (ACS/1R)    Cryan,J    Sch. dist. budget caps-concerns (Voss)
A516 AcaAa (2R)    Watson Coleman,B/Caraballo,W+2    Energy efficiency standards-concerns (Watson Coleman)
A1303 AcaAa (2R)    McKeon,J/Hackett,M+1    Cellular phone svc.-concerns contracts (McKeon)
A2809 AaAa (2R)    Stender,L/Green,J+1    Value engineering clause-concerns (Stender)
A2825 AcaAa (2R)    Malone,J/Diegnan,P+10    Optometrists-revises scope of practice (Malone)
S1498 ScaAa (2R)    Rice,R/Bryant,W+2    Discrim. in St. emp, contracting-concern (Watson Coleman)

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A2899    McKeon,J/Hackett,M+1    Patient death notification-adopt policy REP
A2911 Acs (ACS)    Cohen,N/Van Drew,J    Home Ownership Security Act, 2002-revise REP/ACS
A3052 Aca (1R)    Sires,A    Bank-concerns use of the term REP/ACA
AR185 Chiappone,A/Manzo,L    Fed. Section 8 prog. fding.-maintain REP
S279 Scs (SCS)    Adler,J/Cardinale,G+2    Home Ownership Security Act, 2002-revise REP
S967 ScaAca (SCS/1R)    James,S/Cunningham,G    Real prop.-concerns pub. acquisition REP/ACA
S1534 Sca (1R)    Kenny,B/Allen,D    Patient death notification-adopt policy REP

Bills Transferred:

A2406    Greenwald,L/Gordon,R+16    Charity care distrib. formula-revises FROM AHH TO ABU
A2476/2122/2271 Acs (ACS)    Sires,A/Watson Coleman,B+3    Rental asst.-estab. prog. FROM AAP TO ABU
A2562 Aca (1R)    Barnes,P/Johnson,G    Security guards-revise regulation FROM AAP TO ABU
A2991    Van Drew,J    Govt. Records Council-concerns FROM ASG TO ABU
A3011    Mayer,D    Del. Riv. & Bay Auth. proj.-leg approval FROM AAN TO ABU
S852    Karcher,E/Ciesla,A    Intracoastal Waterway Feasibility Study FROM AEN TO ABU
S1516 Sca (1R)    Girgenti,J/Kean,T+1    Security guards-revise regulation FROM AAP TO ABU

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Senate Amendments/Given Second Reading:

A969 AasAca (2R)    Chatzidakis,L/Bodine,F+6    Cred. cards, unsolicited-proh. delivery

Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee:

S321 Sca (1R)    Bark,M/Allen,D    Renewable energy devices-concerns REF ATU
S452 Sca (1R)    Kean,T/Lesniak,R    Special pay plans-estab. REF ASG
S462 Sca (1R)    McNamara,H/Allen,D+1    Drinking water-reevaluate for arsenic REF AEN
S924 Sca (1R)    Turner,S/Girgenti,J+17    Combat pay-excl. from gross income tax REF AMV
S1028 Sca (1R)    Cardinale,G    Cemetery trust fd. req.-concerns REF ARP
S1178    Bucco,A/Allen,D    Terrorism, report related crime-immunity REF AHS
S1232 Sca (1R)    Lesniak,R/Rice,R+2    Parentage Act-amends, supplements REF AJU
S1256    Smith,B/Singer,R+2    Donald Goodkind Bridge;$2.5K REF ATR
S1419    Martin,R    Teachers, nonprofit priv. sch.-concerns REF AED
S1502 Sca (1R)    Buono,B/Sarlo,P+1    Driv. while revoked-incr. prison term REF ALP
S1503    Buono,B/Sarlo,P    DWI offense-concerns downgrading offense REF ALP
S1504    Buono,B/Sarlo,P    Mun. prosecutors-concerns REF ALP
S1579    Gill,N/Doria,J    Admin. supervision of insurers-concerns REF AFI
Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee: (cont’d)
S1581 Sca (1R)   Gill,N;Doria,J Surplus Lines Insur. Guaranty Fd-revises REF AFI
S1649 Sca (1R)   Madden,F;Sweeney,S Del. Riv. & Bay Auth. proj.-leg approval REF ABU
S1650 Sa (1R)    Turner,S St. emp. disciplinary action-concerns REF ASG

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:
S596 Sca (1R)    Sweeney,S;Rice,R Fabrication, custom-concerns wages
S1078 ScaSaSa (3R)    Vitale,J;Madden,F+3 Practice nurses, advanced-expand duties
S1127 ScaSa (2R)   Sarlo,P;Kyrillos,J+3 Horse racing-concerns
S1375 ScsSa (SCS/1R)    Codey,R;Ciesla,A+17 Piloteage laws-revises
S1532 Sca (1R)    Bryant,W;Greenwald,L+2 Medicaid-concerns emerg. care pymt.
S1701 ScsSa (SCS/1R)    Bryant,W;Lesniak,R Sch. dist. budget caps-concerns
S1702 Scs (SCS)    Lesniak,R/Bryant,W Mun., co. budgets-concerns

Co-Sponsors Added:
A97   (Barnes,P; Gusciora,R; Johnson,G; Previte,M; Eagler,P; Vas,J)
A100 Aca (1R)   (Vas,J; Eagler,P)
A263   (Vas,J)
A500/2463 Acs (ACS)   (Eagler,P; Vas,J; Gusciora,R; Wolfe,D; Hackett,M)
A516 AcaAa (2R)   (Vas,J)
A544   (Vas,J; Chiappone,A; Rumpf,B; Manzo,L; Gordon,R)
A559   (Dancer,R)
A666   (Thompson,S)
A692 Aca (1R)   (DiGaetano,P)
A826   (Hackett,M; Vas,J; Eagler,P)
A834 Acs (ACS)   (Gusciora,R; Vas,J; Chivukula,U)
A1437   (Diegnan,P)
A1578   (Diegnan,P)
A1766   (Previte,M; Chivukula,U)
A1819 AcaAca (2R)   (Eagler,P; Baroni,B; Greenstein,L; Vas,J)
A1981 (Chivukula,U)
A1985 Aca (1R)   (Chivukula,U)
A2142 (Steele,A)
A2232 Aca (1R)   (Chivukula,U)
A2340 (Vas,J)
A2341 (Stack,B)
A2406   (Vandervalk,C; Cryan,J; Malone,J)
A2477   (Mayer,D)
A2618 Aca (1R)   (Chivukula,U)
A2638 AcaAca (2R)   (Previte,M; Hackett,M; Vas,J)
A2656   (Vas,J)
A2672   (Cruz-Perez,N)
A2778   (Gibson,J; Dancer,R)
A2807 Aca (1R)   (Hackett,M; Previte,M)
A2878   (Vas,J; Chivukula,U)
A2899 (Baroni,B)
A3009 AcaAa (2R)   (Chivukula,U)
A3051 (Weinberg,L)
AR156   (Hackett,M; Greenstein,L)

Prime Sponsors Added:
A98 Acs (ACS)   (Wisniewski,J)
A99 AcsAa (ACS/1R)   (Cryan,J)

Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:
A98 Acs (ACS)   (Roberts,J)
A99 AcsAa (ACS/1R)   (Roberts,J)
Second Prime Sponsors Added:
A693   (Van Drew,J)
A1981   (Diegnan,P)
A2340   (Van Drew,J)
A2618 Aca (1R)   (Previte,M)
AR185   (Manzo,L)

Third Prime Sponsors Added:
A1981   (Barnes,P)
A2548   (Van Drew,J)
A2618 Aca (1R)   (Vas,J)

Co-Sponsors Added To Bills Substituted:
S1078 ScaSaSa (3R)   (Eagler,P; Previte,M; Hackett,M)
S1127 ScaSa (2R)   (Dancer,R; Chivukula,U)
S1192 ScaSa (2R)   (Vas,J; Wolfe,D; Diegnan,P; Stack,B; Baroni,B; Eagler,P; Gusciora,R; Hackett,M)
S1532 Sca (1R)   (Chivukula,U; Eagler,P)

Prime Sponsors Added To Bills Substituted:
S1078 ScaSaSa (3R)   (Weinberg,L)
S1127 ScaSa (2R)   (Roberts,J)
S1188   (Stanley,C)
S1192 ScaSa (2R)   (Sires,A)
S1408 Sca (1R)   (Barnes,P)
S1532 Sca (1R)   (Greenwald,L)
S1702 Scs (SCS)   (Wisniewski,J)

Second Prime Sponsors Added To Bills Substituted:
S1078 ScaSaSa (3R)   (Gordon,R)
S1127 ScaSa (2R)   (Panter,M)
S1192 ScaSa (2R)   (Watson Coleman,B)
S1408 Sca (1R)   (Cryan,J)
S1532 Sca (1R)   (Previte,M)

Third Prime Sponsors Added To Bills Substituted:
S1127 ScaSa (2R)   (Morgan,R)
S1192 ScaSa (2R)   (Gordon,R)
S1532 Sca (1R)   (Vas,J)

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added To Bills Substituted:
S1192 ScaSa (2R)   (Greenstein,L)

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added To Bills Substituted:
S1192 ScaSa (2R)   (Previte,M)

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added To Bills Substituted:
S1192 ScaSa (2R)   (Mayer,D)
Seventh Prime Sponsors Added To Bills Substituted:

S1192 ScaSa (2R)  (Burzichelli,J)

Eight Prime Sponsors Added To Bills Substituted:

S1192 ScaSa (2R)  (Voss,J)

Notes to the 02/23/2004 Digest:

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

AJR91  Gibson,J/Van Drew,J  Richards Somers Day-estab. Sept. 4th  NOT REF ASG
AR121  Van Drew,J/Gibson,J  Richard Somers repatriation-negotiate  NOT REF AFR

Note to the 05/17/2004 Digest:

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A264 Aca (1R)  Egan,J/Malone,J  Fabrication, custom-concerns wages  REF/AAC NOT REF AAP

The Assembly did not adjourn and the desk remains open. The Assembly will meet again on Thursday, June 24, 2004, (SESSION).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

A100 Aca (1R)  Sires,A/Cryan,J+3  Homestead rebates-incr.
A337  Weinberg,L/Johnson,G+4  FF, cert.-concerns death benf.
A521  Watson Coleman,B/Scalera,F+2  CATV svc termination notices-concerns
A2049  Sires,A/Stack,B+19  Co. coll. capital proj.-concerns
A2062 Acs (ACS)  Watson Coleman,B/Greenwald,L+6  Pediatric rehab. hosp.-Medicaid reimb.
A2166/727 Acs (ACS)  Diegnan,P/Wisniewski,J+6  Speed humps-mun. construct, cert. rds.
A2513  Cohen,N/Diegnan,P+5  Anti-Piracy Act-amends
A2781  Van Drew,J/Mayer,D+2  Trooper Bertram T. Zimmerman Ill Mem Hwy
S1078 ScaSaSa (3R)  Vitale,J/Madden,F+3  Practice nurses, advanced-expand duties
S1127 ScaSa (2R)  Sarlo,P/Kyrillos,J+3  Horse racing-concerns
S1188  Girgenti,J/Bryant,W+5  Counterfeit goods, forfeiture law-revise
S1192 ScaSa (2R)  Bryant,W/Cody,R+4  Scholarships for co coll. students-estab
S1408 Sca (1R)  Lesniak,R/Barnes,P  Wineries, NJ-elim. direct shipping
S1511 ScaAca (2R)  Madden,F/Vitale,J+1  Boating while drinking-concerns
S1532 Sca (1R)  Bryant,W/Greenwald,L+2  Medicaid-concerns emerg. care pymt.
S1702 Scs (SCS)  Lesniak,R/Bryant,W  Mun., co. budgets-concerns

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (6/16/04):

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (6/16/04): (cont'd)

P.L.2004, c.34.  A14  Panter,M/Mayer,D+20  6/16/2004  Lobbying activities-restricts
P.L.2004, c.35.  A15  Scalera,F/Conaway,H+18  6/16/2004  St. govt. off.-concern emp. of relatives